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From Rabbi, Carie Carter 
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 On a rainy, cold Sunday in 
February, I walked into the 
Lower Sanctuary to see 
nearly 100 PSJCers of all 
ages, from every corner of 
our shul, together, making 
signs and talking excitedly 
about joining HIAS at a 

National Jewish Day of Action on behalf of Immigrants 
and Refugees. I could not have been more proud.  

As we trekked through the street to the subway, we 
were joined each step of the way by more and more 
PSJCers, to the point of having at least 130 members 
of our community.  We stood in the freezing rain in 
Battery Park with Jews from across the city, speaking 
up for the immigrants and refugees in our midst and at 
our borders. Over and over you heard:  It is our 
responsibility to speak up on behalf of the Ger (the 
stranger/the outsider) for we, as a people, were 
strangers in the land of Egypt, and because our people 
were refugees too.  

Standing there, unable to see or even hear much of 
the rally, we were reminded (and our children learned) 
how important it is, sometimes, to just show up, to 
simply be present. This is true wherever we go: in the 
hubbub of a rally, in the quiet of a shiva house, at 
services when we need a minyan, volunteering for a 
project that simply needs extra hands, when we see a 
friend in need...  So often in life, our greatest strength 
is simply to be there, just to bring ourselves, our 
experience to a space.  Never underestimate the 
importance of a friendly hello, an open hand, or a 
simple sign of support. 

This is especially true with the vulnerable, those who 
find themselves on the outside. The "outsider" is who 
we really speak of when we talk of the Ger, so often 
translated as "stranger." For American Jews, 
"stranger" has the connotation of being "someone we 
do not know", but in the biblical text, this is not the 
case. Instead, the Ger is really "someone who is not in 

the ‘in group’, an ethnic or religious outsider who has 
come to live in your land."  That is who the Torah is 
talking about when repeatedly demanding that we 
protect "the widow, the orphan, and the stranger 
(Ger)".  As I recently learned from Rabbi Shai Held, in 
cultures all over the ancient Near East there was a 
preoccupation with protecting widows and orphans 
(the vulnerable in society). But nowhere else but in the 
Torah is the demand for protection expanded to 
include the Ger. In this revolutionary Torah innovation, 
we are commanded not only to be responsible for 
OUR OWN vulnerable (those who have long been a 
part of our community) but for  ALL the vulnerable, 
including those who are outsiders/newcomers to our 
community.   

This is what we are committing to each Passover when 
we variously remind ourselves to protect the Ger, not 
to oppress the Ger, and even to love the Ger - for we 
were Gerim in the Land of Egypt.  And this is the value 
we are learning to hold up, not just as individuals, but 
TOGETHER, as a community. 

We live this out when we pray together on Shabbat 
and holidays and truly welcome in "the outsider" or the 
newcomer, the one who may not yet feel comfortable 
in the shul.  And now it is the value we strive to live out 
as we (in the words of Rabbi Abraham Joshua 
Herschel) "pray with our feet" and stand up for the 
rights of the Ger  - the immigrant, the refugee, the 
"outsider" who has come to live amongst us and be 
part of our community, our neighborhood, and our 
nation.   

At the end of the HIAS rally, a number of die-hards 
from PSJC sang:  Hinei mah tov u'mah naim shevet 
achim gam yachad (How good and beautiful it is for 
brothers and sisters to dwell together). I would 
add:  how good and beautiful it is for us to come 
TOGETHER to live out and give clear voice to our 
values, to speak out against injustice. How good and 
how beautiful it is for us as a community to build on  
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the work we have been doing with HIAS this past year, 
and to step forward in the work of our Rodfei Tzedek 
committee to continue to protect and love the Ger.   

We are on a long journey for justice and kindness (in 
our community, in our nation and in our world), and like 
any great journey, there will no doubt be challenges.  I 
am grateful to walk this path together with you - to 
ensure that our community continues to be present 
and to act with love for all of the vulnerable in our 
midst.  

How often have we heard these words: 
Beauty is only skin deep?  Don’t judge 
a book by its cover?  It’s what’s on the 
inside that counts?  We go through life 
reminding ourselves and each other to 
look past people’s exteriors, and focus 
on their inner beings and what is in their 

hearts and minds.  We live and breathe those 
principles at PSJC, eschewing a dress code and 
priding ourselves on our laid-back, unpretentious 
style.  Even our building, with its lovely, cloud-filled 
interior, is fairly simple from the outside: a light-colored 
brick building with little ornamentation, almost a 
humble building.  We are proud of our grand “new” (at 
least two years later) stairway and stoop and we work 
to maintain our building, but beyond that, we devote 
the bulk of our attention to what goes on inside our four 
walls.    

And now, suddenly, the outside of our humble old 
building is clamoring for our immediate attention.  It is 
demanding our time, our energy and our money as 
expensive repairs that we expected to undertake over 
many months or even years must now be completed 
in a matter of 6 to 12 weeks.  I've shared with you in a 
few letters what we know to date, and I will continue to 
keep you informed as we move forward through this 
work.  So, rather than recap the details here, I'd like to 
share share my experience in working to manage this 
challenge. 

Needless to say, it’s been a stressful time for the 
Board, with emails flying and emergency calls and 
emergency meetings.   I’ve spent more time in the last 
week talking about parapets than I would ever have  

 

imagined possible, and I am 
convinced every night that I 
will dream about falling 
bricks.  But, it has also been 
a time when I’ve seen, and 
been reminded of,     
everything that I love about 
PSJC.  When I sent out the 
first letter to our community notifying you about this 
unpleasant development and the need to close the 
yard, I expected some questions, but not much more 
than that.  Instead, I got dozens of responses – some 
including questions but mostly expressions of support, 
of empathy (including some pithy ones that just said 
“Oy”), of confidence in the Board, and of offers of help. 
Professionals with relevant expertise offered their 
services, and others just offered to help in any way that 
we needed.    

This loyalty to our synagogue, the clear love for PSJC, 
the friendship to me and the “stepping up” were so 
characteristic of our community.  I heard from people 
who have been members for 30 years and people who 
just joined, and from people who are committed 
volunteers and those whose first offer to volunteer was 
in that email to me. It was more gratifying than I can 
express, and made me proud – as I so often am – to 
be a member of PSJC.    

The community response reassured me because all of 
us will indeed be called on to help, and even before 
that happened, people stepped up and offered.  And, 
it reassured me that we will deal with the outside of our 
building, that the crisis will pass, and that this will 
happen precisely because of who we are on the inside: 
a warm, loyal, loving and supportive community.  I 
thank you for that, and I look forward to telling you in 
the near future that our north wall exterior is secure 
and our yard reopened.   Until then, I look forward to 
sharing more information and work updates with you, 
and to greeting you under the scaffolding! 
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We have a lot going on in the inner 
workings of PSJC. For those of you 
who attended the annual meeting, 
you know we are processing over 
5,000 payments a year and our 
operating expenses are close to 

$1,000,000. We have about 320 members and many 
others who participate with us on a weekly basis. We 
are a strong community, with dedicated members. 
Thank you all.  

This past January I attended the North American 
Association of Synagogue Executives/North American 
Temple Administrators (NAASE/NATA) conference in 
Nashville, Tennessee. The conference had over 250 
synagogue executives learning and building 
relationships with one another. We had a full schedule 
for three days, starting each day with wonderful 
opportunities to learn together. After each session I 
came together with other Executive Directors and we 
explored how the latest workshop subject might work 
in our own institutions. The processing of these 
workshops was one of the most meaningful pieces of 
the conference.  

The session that I had the greatest take-away from 
was on accountability in the workplace: how to create 
it and expect it. Diana Bloom presented the work she 
does called “Totally Accountable,” an approach that 
creates internal accountability systems that are 
designed to strengthen work execution, completion 
and quality. Systems include using simple worksheets 
and breaking work down into discrete tasks for 
maximum efficiency. As a group we laughed about 
how difficult it is to set tasks for our type of work, given 
that the work can be so unpredictable.  However, it 
became clearer after discussions with my colleagues 
that it could work for us at PSJC.  

I have already implemented some of the systems for 
Marsha and me in the office. The system we are using 
has created clear expectations for each of us, and we 
are making positive progress in its implementation. 
Patrick will be next! 

As we move into spring and summer, I am looking 
forward to celebrating, praying and volunteering with 
you all.  We continue to have a lot of hard work ahead 

of us at PSJC, both in the next season and 
beyond. Together we will create a balance and make 
a difference at PSJC and with our greater community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It has been an exciting year thus far 
for the PSJC Hebrew School. With 
over 130 students enrolled in our 
programming pre-K through eighth 
grade, there is always something 
new to learn and a new friend to 

make. This year we kicked off the new Gesher 
program for post-bnai mitzvah students with over a 
dozen students, and we’re looking forward to 
expanding next year to include both eighth and ninth 
graders. Our Shinshinim this year, Yonatan and Sofia, 
have brought games, songs, and activities to each of 
our classrooms, strengthening connections to Hebrew 
as a living language and to Israel. For the past few 
months, our Hebrew School has been under the 
direction of Lena Eson Roe, our interim Hebrew 
School principal, and she will be staying with PSJC for 
the remainder of the year as a learning specialist to 
help assess our students’ progress in Hebrew. The 
Hebrew School also participated in the HIAS Day of 
Action for the Jewish Community in place of our Yom 
Iyyun Tzedek. Our students and families braved the 
wind, sleet, and hail to put Jewish values into action. 
The spring will be filled with holiday programming in 
the classrooms, field trips to the Tenement Museum 
and Lower East Side for Shaarei Mitzvah students, 
and the return of Yom Israel b’Brooklyn at PSJC.  

As always, the Family Programming calendar is filled 
each month. Our monthly Shabbat Kulanu services  

(Continued on next page) 
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have provided an opportunity for families with children 
of all ages to celebrate Shabbat together, while 
Kabbalat Shabbat Kulanu brings together members 
from across the community for a family-friendly service 
and dinner. Seeing PSJCers, young and old, singing 
favorite camp melodies and shaking instruments is a 
wonderful way to welcome Shabbat.  

“It’s Friday,” our weekly baby and toddler music class 
with Abe, is funded in part by an engagement grant 
from PJ Library, and as our partnership with PJ Library 
shifts at the end of this year, we are excited to have 
more opportunities to focus on engaging families as 
program partners.  The Youth and Teen Programming 
Committee continues to explore ways to connect our 
teens to each other and to the broader Jewish world, 
with monthly Teen Shabbat Dinners, Kadima events 
for middle-school students, and participation in 
regional USY events. We hope to see this 
programming grow in the coming months and years. If 
you would like to visit the Hebrew School, a Family 
Programming event, or one of our Youth Programs, to 
volunteer with our students, to be a guest speaker, or 
just to say hello, please reach out - we’d love to see 
you!  
-Aileen Heiman, Director of Youth Education and 
Family Programming 
 

 

 

 

 

Instead of a summary of recent social justice projects 
at PSJC from the Rodfei Tzedek (Seekers of Justice) 
Committee, this issue of the Newsletter is filled with 
illustrations of the many of the ways in which we – as 
individuals and as a community – pursue tzedek 
(justice). Included are articles about PSJC 
participation in the recent HIAS National Jewish Day 
of Justice rally to support immigration, the MLK day of 
service, our work at the soup kitchen, Masbia, and 
reflections on volunteering overnight at a shelter for 
homeless individuals.   

 

 

 

 

 

This Newsletter goes to press just as Purim is fast 
approaching.  Particularly since the Megillah is read 
on a Saturday night this year, we have a special 
opportunity to expand our celebration.  This year, after 
the Megillah reading/Purim Speil (a parody story – this 
year ripped from the Broadway stage) on Saturday 
night, March 11th starting at 6:30 pm, we will all have 
a chance to rock the night away with a free 
community Purim Party, featuring Marky and the 
Maggots, the band that got even the most reluctant 
PSJC dancers up and moving last year during the 
Festival of the Arts! If you would like to participate in 
the Purimspeil, and can carry a tune, please contact 
Elizabeth Schnur: esschnur@gmail.com. 

To prepare for Purim silliness you will not want to miss 
the somewhat annual Latke-Hamantaschen debate 
on Friday, March 3rd, after the 6:30 pm Lev Tahor 
services.  We will first fress (chow down) with our 
famous fake treif (fake non-kosher) feast:  pot-luck 
dairy/parve/kosher fish versions of such forbidden 
foods as shrimp with ham and cheese on the side.  
Then we will learn together with some of PSJC’s 
greatest scholars, who will opine on the relative merits 
and deficits of the lovely latke and heroic 
hamantaschen.  Laughter is guaranteed! 

On Purim evening (Saturday, March 11th) children’s 
activities will be held in the lower sanctuary, and of 
course we all look forward to the parade of children’s 
costumes.  The next morning, Sunday, March 12 join 
us at 10 am for another reading of the Megillah.  Then 
at 11:30 am our younger set will get to party down with 
the annual Purim Carnival, complete with barbeque 
and beer garden for the adults!   

 

Rodfei Tzedek 

Purim at PSJC:  Come for the Megillah, 
Stay for the Party! 

PSJC Shinshin Yonatan Vaknin, working with Hebrew 
School students.  
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PSJC’s fifth annual Martin Luther King Day of Service 
included more than 200 members and friends of the 
extended PSJC community.  

Together, we created more than 600 “soup kits” – 
DIY packets that yield 5 servings each of hearty, 
homemade soup (that’s 3000+ meals, for anyone 
who’s counting) – and hundreds more PB&J 
sandwiches, bags of GORP (delivered to CHIPS and 
our neighbors at the 14th St Armory), snack packs 
and personal toiletries (for children and parents 
taking refuge at the Brooklyn Family Justice Center). 
Our stalwart knitters created a gorgeous blanket and 
more than a few clever caps for babies at Methodist 
Hospital; we gathered and sorted dozens of bags of 
clothing (for children and adults); talented teaching 
artists Emily Connuck (who was named and became 
a bat mitzvah at PSJC) and Spencer Lott helped our 
youngest members create cards and puppets for 
clients at God’s Love We Deliver and the Family 
Justice Center; we donated hundreds of books to 
Brooklyn Legal Aid (for families who have cases with 
the agency), and filled our shul’s freezer with trays 
of black-bean chili, baked ziti and spinach-mushroom 
quiche, as a future resource for those in need.  

We also wrote letters to our elected 
representatives in support of immigrant rights (thanks 
to the Rodfei Tzedek crew for organizing) and shared 
delicious brunch fare to sustain our work. The day’s 
work was capped off by an auction (of delectable 
home-baked sweets) and two workshops, one for 
parents seeking guidance on how to talk with their 
children about the current political climate, and the 
other for people interested in political activism, locally 
and beyond. The community extends its sincere 
thanks to the MLK working group – Florence Hutner, 
Grace Kerr, Marjorie Mark Rothenberg, Carol 
Diamond, April Cantor, Jennifer Bernstein and Deena 
Steinfeld – and the scores of volunteers, age 4 to 
nearly 90, who stepped up to make a difference.  

If this sounds like an awful lot of fun, and you’re sorry 
to have missed it, save the date for 2018: Sunday, 
January 14th, MLK Day of Service returns to PSJC. 
And if you want to help plan, organize, run events on 
the day and (especially) shlep our good works to their 
various destinations afterwards, please contact Helen  

 

Zelon. There will be a preliminary planning meeting 
this summer, and in the fall we will get to work 
organizing an even bigger and better MLK Day of 
Service for 2018. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PSJC's Membership Committee is in the planning 
stages for several events in the next few months 
including Saturday night social evenings for adults, a 
Members' Jam, and a reprise of our very successful 
September BBQ. 
We encourage you to come to a Shabbat 
Schmooze. Hosted monthly (on the 3rd Shabbat of the 
month) in the homes of members of our community, 
after services and kiddush, these vegetarian/dairy pot-
luck lunches are open to the entire community and are 
a wonderful opportunity to get to know other PSJC 
members in a warm and social environment. 
Our mission is to welcome new members and ensure 
that our programs meet the needs and expectations of 
all our existing members. Please reach out to us with 
your ideas to attract new members and if there           
are membership or outreach programs you              
would like to help us make happen at PSJC.                    
 
- Sharon Tepper & Ruth Kaufman           
membership@psjc.org 

200+ Turn Out for MLK Day of Service 

 

PSJC Membership 

mailto:membership@psjc.org
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A Teen Revisits a Mitzvah 

There are so many ways to support PSJC! 

This Purim many PSJCers once again participated in 
the mitzvah of giving Shalach Manot, thanks to 
Hebrew School families who put together bags of 
delicious kosher treats to share with each other.  As 
always, it was a joyous fundraiser that supported our 
whole community, and is another example of how we 
can all contribute to PSJC. 

The next opportunity is coming up soon.  Buy your 
tickets for our biggest and most exciting FUNdraiser – 
the Spring Fling Auction on March 25th.  Feast on 
fabulous desserts, party with your friends, and bid on 
fantastic goods and services.  Vacation rentals, 
museum tickets, restaurant gift certificates, objects of 
beauty will all available to the highest bidders.   

There are many ways to contribute to the success of 
this event. We need bakers and dessert makers, 
volunteers and shoppers, advertisers and sponsors. 
Please contact us at Auction@psjc.org  

And don’t forget, we’ll be doing the PSJC Run, Walk, 
Schlep in early June. This is a Sunday morning, kid-
friendly event in which grandparents, relatives and 
friends sponsor their loved ones to run to or through 
the park at whatever speed and distance suits 
them.  More info to come. 

And of course, you'll be hearing soon about 
fundraising to help repair our beautiful building and 
stabilize our exterior walls. 

Thank you for supporting PSJC’s year-round 
fundraising events! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
By Molly Radwell 
 
There is a Quaker soup kitchen in downtown Brooklyn 
where my family volunteered when I was younger. I 
have only a few memories – handing out steaming 
meat and rice, pouring lemonade – but what stuck with 
me from that experience was the emphasis on 
“community.” It was clear that these were meals for 
anyone, this was a place and time for all to come 
together, and that all were encouraged to eat. 
 
More recently, I decided to work at the overnight 
shelter that PSJC helps to staff, as an 18-year-old 
PSJC volunteer, along with my father.  I don’t think I 
realized how different it would be. Both my age and 
the environment made the experience more 
interesting and rewarding than I could have imagined. 
The setting was intimate: about ten men came one by 
one to sign in. As I introduced myself, their friendliness 
surprised me. I guess in my earlier elementary-school 
experience that timidity had hindered me from really 
engaging with those around me.  

 
Dinner felt, in an odd way, almost like a family affair, 
with everyone fitting into a role. There was Steve, who 
my father realized shared not only his name, but also 
some similar childhood stories, and who had a passion 
for brewing the morning coffee. I had a long 
conversation about religion with an older man who 
loved Jesus but was intrigued by Judaism. When I 
brought out the brownies, another man joked about 
ruining his diet every time he’s there.  My dad and I 
proceeded to talk late into the night with two of the 
homeless men, one of whom knew an incredible 
amount of music and movie trivia.   
My dad and I slept in cots in the hallway; the men slept 
inside. I felt content, even grateful, that I had decided   
(Continued on next page) 

Raising Resources to Help PSJC Thrive 
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to return to being part of the hospitable shelter/soup 
kitchen community. 

 
Giving Shelter:  PSJC partners with Brooklyn Heights 
Synagogue (BHS) as part of the CAMBA Respite Bed 
Program. Ten male guests who are homeless stay at 
BHS four nights a week; all are drug/alcohol-free and 
working towards finding permanent housing. 
Volunteers are needed to prepare dinner, serve and 
eat dinner with the guests, and/or spend the 
night. PSJC is responsible for staffing BHS with 
volunteers to spend the night only on March 13/14/16 
(two volunteers are needed per night, gender 
irrelevant) and to cook, serve, and spend night on May 
4/11/18/25 (one person/family to cook, two volunteers 
to spend night). Many PSJCers have volunteered in 
the past with partners, friends, and older children (at 
least bar mitzvah age). Please be in touch with 
Jennifer Bernstein if you are interested in    
volunteering or would like more information:  
700degraw@gmail.com, 917-648-9370. 
 

PSJC’s youth groups, USY and Kadima, have held 
several successful programs this year.  USYers (high 
school age) have enjoyed Shabbat dinners at the 
homes of members’ families. Huge thanks go to the 
Friedman-Gmach, Tepper-Bernstein, and Gruber 
families for hosting past dinners, and to the Goldstein, 
Hendel, and Weintraub families who will host the next 
three!  Eighth graders interested in USY have joined 
the dinners en masse, and are clearly poised to join in 
full force next year.  Bonds among the 8th grade have 
grown through PSJC’s new “Gesher” (Bridge) program 
— a post-Hebrew school program.  Families with 
current 7th graders may want to consider Gesher for 
next year. 

Some of our USY kids also have participated in 
regional USY events, where they have developed 
great friendships with Jewish teens from Queens, 
Long Island, and Westchester and learned that 
suburban synagogues look very different from 
PSJC!  The extended Jewish peer group has been a 
terrific experience for these kids. 

Kadima (6th-8th grade) has had a fun ice cream social 
event as well as a recyclable sukkah program.  They  

 
are planning a March 5th Mishloach Manot activity and 
others later this spring. 

The Youth Programming Committee – a group of 
parents – continues to meet bi-monthly to support the 
USY-Kadima director, Tsivya Miller, and guide 
programming.  New members are always welcome - 
please contact Julie Hendel or Sally Friedman if you 
are interested in joining us.  For more information 
about USY and Kadima, contact Tsivya Miller. 

- Sally Friedman and Julie Hendel, Co-Chairs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once a month since 2012, on the first Sunday of the 
month, PSJC has sent a crew of members and 
friends to volunteer at Masbia, the kosher soup 
kitchen on Coney Island Avenue that provides a 
million meals a year for anyone in need.  
 
On a random Sunday, all kinds of people eat at 
Masbia and all kinds of people work there, too: kids 
of Russian and Caribbean emigres on a youth-group 
field trip; Bangladeshi undergrads from Brooklyn 
College; young teens, like our own pre bar/bat 
mitzvah cohort; and steady, stalwart volunteers, from 
PSJC and other communities. It’s a great outing for 
teens and families (children over age 9 are warmly 
welcomed) and a fantastic way to build camaraderie 
while doing something good for others. (Groups are 
more than welcome to take on one of PSJC’s regular  
Sunday shifts, or arrange another time that’s more 
convenient.   
(Continued on next page)  

Youth and Teen Programming  

Masbia Soup Kitchen: A PSJC Tradition 
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Please contact Helen Zelon for more information 
about Masbia or to sign up. We are fortunate to have 
health and energy to share – let’s put our good luck 
to good use.  
 

 

 

 

 

Establishing inclusive practices to promote access to 
education, participation, and full use of our building 
facilities continues to be a priority at PSJC.   

Lena Roe, who served as our interim principal during 
Aileen’s maternity leave, will continue to contribute to 
the Hebrew School community and its diverse 
student population.   Through her background in 
Special Education, Lena will support the 
implementation of accommodations for students with 
specialized learning needs, create an assessment 
system for Hebrew classes, and serve as a continued 
resource to teachers.  Her role as learning specialist 
builds a foundation for sustained supports for all 
learners within the PSJC Hebrew School.   

 A new buzzer outside our side entryway provides 
accessibility to the building for anyone who requires 
assistance with the door or stair lift.  We have made 
additional copies of light weight large print siddurim 
available during our services, and continue to 
prioritize seating in the sanctuary for those in 
need.  Access to the bimah has been enhanced by 
the addition of handrails on both staircases.  We 
continue to make enhancements and address 
inquiries and requests to support the comfort and 
participation of all members of the PSJC community. 

 As always, we encourage anyone with inquiries 
related to specialized needs or with related questions 
to contact inclusion@psjc.org for guidance.                                             
-Shelly Klainberg, Inclusion Chair 

One thing the Avodah committee has been working on 
for some time now is a new Kashruth policy for PSJC.  
Rather than just outlining rules for what can be made 
in the kitchen, served at a pot-luck, or catered for an 
event, the policy seeks to think about food and ritual in 
a new way.   

First we have considered carefully the Ethics of 
Eating.  Part of this meant thinking about how the 
practice of Kashruth can support environmental 
sustainability and minimize waste, but in a larger 
sense, we have outlined some values that are vital to 
who we are as an Egalitarian Conservative Jewish 
community:  Yirah, or Awe, that causes us to act with 
a sense of mitzvah and mindful attention; Achdut, or 
Unity, that reminds us that we are one community, and 
that we can build this community and relationships 
around the meals we share together; N’divut, or 
Generosity/Accessibility, which means that we value 
shared meals and whatever can support making those 
available to all; Ne-Emanut, or Trustworthiness, a 
sense that we rely on each other’s good will and good 
faith in the adherence to our guidelines; and finally, 
Kedushah, or Holiness, that we strive to raise our 
experiences of eating together to encourage our 
awareness of the Holiness possible in even the most 
quotidian aspects of our lives.   

While the rules and expectations contained in the 
document won’t have any real surprises (we haven’t 
suddenly decided that the Capybara is kosher, or that 
chickens are vegetables!), we hope that the spirit that 
governs this policy will make all of our eating together 
at PSJC - at kiddush, at pot-lucks, at catered meals, at 
events, and even at meetings - a truly valuable 
experience that blends together ritual and community 
in a meaningful way that exemplifies the principles 
detailed above.  Look for the policy on the website 
soon! 
- Angela Weisl, Avodah Chair 
 

 

Avodah Update 

Inclusion Update 

mailto:inclusion@psjc.org
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Etz Chaim Working Group: Imagining PSJC’s Future 

The community we share can easily be taken for granted – but it requires our love, care, 
commitment and support. Simply put, our shul belongs to all of us, and we all have the 
opportunity and the responsibility to think about our collective future. 
 
With thanks for the rich Community Conversations that have unfolded since the High Holidays 
– and deep appreciation for the candor, thoughtfulness and respect that are the foundation from 
which we build – the Etz Chaim Working Group is developing a set of recommendations, which 
will be presented to the Board this spring, exploring how we can make the most of our 
community’s strengths and continue to develop in ways that enrich our lives and the life of the 
community. If we haven’t yet heard from you, at a meeting or via the recent survey, please reach 
out to us through the PSJC Office: we are committed to a process that is transparent and 
inclusive of all voices. The working group includes Florence Hutner, Rachel Levine, Josh 
Klainberg, Andres Spokoiny and Helen Zelon; special thanks to Elizabeth Schnur for her detailed 
interviews with past PSJC presidents. 
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 Thank You To All Our Wonderful Donors 
Who Ensure that PSJC Survives and Thrives! 

(Note: Listings reflect donations received since the High Holy Days, 1/31/17) 

Kol Nidre 2016-17 Honor Roll 

Additional 2015-16 Kol Nidre Donors 
 
 

Bricks and Mortar Honor Roll 

Additional Bricks and Mortar Donors 

Donors to the General Fund 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Benefactors 

Allen and Edith Brafman  
Fredrica Brooks  
Amy Glosser and Janno Lieber  
Joyce and Martin Goldin  
David Nachman and Amy Schulman 
Angela Weisl and Robert Squillace 
Charles Weiss and Tiffany Cummins 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 
 
Friends 

Neil Connuck Katrina Kalish 
Jane Dorlester Aron Halberstam  
Joseph Gubbay and Leslie Salzman 
Merrie Handfinger 
Jonathan Hurwitz Mona Schnitzler 
Adina Kalet and Mark Schwartz  
Ruth Kaufman 
Gavrielle Levine Alan Palmer 
Carol and Joel Levy 
Russell Roberts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Supporters 

Jean Berman and Aric Press 
Ellen and Gary Briefel 
Rachel and Luyen Chou 
Carol Diamond 
Jeffrey Easton and Abby Ingber 
Matthew Eilenberg and Helene Santo 
Malkie Grozalsky and Mindi Wernick 
David Haase and Esther Schwalb 
Peter Holmes and Elizabeth Schnur 
Barbara and Stanley Hopard 
Sarah and Isaac Josephson  
Brenda Schachter and Ben Krull 
David Lefkowitz and Sharon Tepper 
Susan Lehrer and Chalo Smukler 
Jenny Peters and David Pollack 
Alvin and Deena Steinfeld 
Ari Steinfeld and Amanda Gropp-Steinfeld  
Eli Wolfhagen and Lena Katsnelson

 
 
Lisa Altshuler and Leon Goldstein 
Richard Anderson and Gail Green-

Anderson 
Sheila Antman 
Lenore Arons and Marc Korashan 
Barbara Auslander  
Richard Bashner and Audrey        

Buxbaum 
Jennifer Bernstein and David 

Tepper 
Barry Blumenfeld and April Cantor 
Jeffrey Blustein and Beverly Kalman 
Peter Bornstein and Loretta Lurie 
Ellen Brickman 
Diane Buxbaum 
Howard Chernick and June Zeitlin 
Sarah Chinn and Kris Franklin 
Paul and Harolyn Cohen 
Marc Cohen and Debra Nussbaum 

Cohen 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Todd and Erika Drezner 
Sara Effron and Geoff Lieberman 
Stefanie and Oren Efrati 
Todd Ehrlich and Karen Jarmon 
Barbara and Michael Wollman 
Ithran Einhorn and Beryl Nightingale 
Torrene Einhorn  
Eric Eisenstadt and Fay Rosenfeld 
Jen Epstein 
David and Miriam Fleischmann 
Leslie and Janet Fraidstern 
Sally Friedman and David Gmach 
George and Sherry Glatter 
Josh and Rachel Goldstein 
Andrew and Deborah Gordon 
Clay Gordon and Laura Wolff 
Tuvia Gorin and Ronnie Wax 
Scott Groom and Marla Kessler 
Bruce Gross and Elizabeth 

Kaczmarczyk 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Kate Hammon and Ruth Steinberg 
Karen Heau 
Lisa Hellerstein and Ira Singer 
Steve and Sue Herskovits 
Russell Hollander and Helena Prigal 
Leslie and Susana Honig 
Linda and Samuel Hornick 
Florence Hutner 
Jan Huttner and Richard Miller 
Seth and Traci Kamil 
Lynda Kaplan and Richard 

Rabinowitz 
Marilyn Kardeman and Christina 

Weiland 
Paulie and Jennifer Katarivas 
Grace Kerr  
Shelly and Joshua Klainberg 
Jason Klein 
Ben Kligler and Susan Karwoska 
 
 
 
  
 
 

 
 
Jay Klotz and Jacqueline LeBlanc 
Ray Kosarin 
Leslie and Sofia Krevsky 
Todd Krichmar and Naomi Schrag 
Daniel Kummer and Lisa Landau 
Leslie McKinley 
Marilyn Levin-Cuff 
Faye and Roland Lewis 
Edith and Lawrence Malkin 
Scott Medintz and Emily Reisbaum 
David Mikics and Victoria Malkin 
Stefanie Nanes 
Josh Neretin and Wendy Rogers 
Barry Neuman 
Jan Orzeck  
Judy Ribnick and Diane Burhenne 
Joel and Marjorie Rothenberg 
Ilene Rubenstein 
Roberta Sackman 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Lila and Michael Rieman 
Carrie and Nir Sadovnik 
Ellen and Michael Sande 
Diane Schank 
Randi Scherman and Daniel 

Silberger 
Adine Schuman and Roger Pusey 
David Schwartz  
Alan Sidman and Sharman Yoffie-

Sidman 
Ellen Simon 
Marc Sklar and Donna Maione 
Michael and Reba Snyder 
Dayna and Seth Solomon 
Daniel Soyer 
Joel Sperber 
Ari Wolfe and Catherine Brooks 
Brian and Chava Newcombe 
Ruth Nightingale 
Sue Oren 
 
 
 

Benefactors 
Peter Holmes and Elizabeth Schnur 
Barbara and Stanley Hopard 
Ellen Spilka and Mo Weissfellner 
David and Tori Rosen  
Matt Thomases 

 
 

 

Friends 
Louise Heit-Radwell and Steven Radwell 
Charles Weiss and Tiffany Cummins 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supporters 
Ellen and Gary Briefel 
Jeffrey Easton and Abby Ingber 
Leslie and Susana Honig 
Shir Chadash – The Brooklyn Jewish Community Chorus 
 

Michael Abadi and Marlene Weisman-Abadi 
Adam and Sarah Bass 
Ellen Brickman 
Fredrica Brooks 
Hallie Brooks and Eric Flaxman 
Barbara Canner-Marshall and Keith Marshall 
Ruth Carter and Adam Stringer 
Sarah Chinn and Kris Franklin 
Ithran Einhorn and Beryl Nightingale 
Jen Epstein 
Sally Friedman and David Gmach 

Ezra Goldstein and Annette Jaffe 
Kate Hammon and Ruth Steinberg 
Lisa Hellerstein and Ira Singer 
Steve and Sue Herskovits 
Stephanie Hochman and Daniel Mollin 
Jan Huttner and Richard Miller 
Sara Ivry 
Sarah and Isaac Josephson 
Shelly and Joshua Klainberg 
Ray Kosarin 
Leslie and Sofia Krevsky 

David Lefkowitz and Sharon Tepper 
Renanit Levy and Steven Mazie 
Leslie McKinley 
Sue Oren 
Rita Ratner   
Judy Ribnick and Diane Burhenne 
Ilene Rubenstein 
Nancy Salomon Miranda and Fernando 

Miranda 
 
 

Ellen and Michael Sande 
Eva and Matthew Sanders 
Randi Scherman and Daniel Silberger 
Ellen Simon 
Peggy Stafford and Mike Shapiro 
Abraham and Galit Stern 
Ellen Umansky and David Gutman 
Eli Wolfhagen and Lena Katsnelson 
Yaelle Yoran  

  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
Carol Diamond 
Matthew Eilenberg and Helene Santo 
Patrick Francis 
 

 
Paula Freedman and Jeffrey Marker 
Joseph Gubbay and Leslie Salzman 
Robert Knight  
Ned Lager 

 
Angela Weisl  and Robert Squillace 
Charles Weiss and Tiffany Cummins 
Matthew Zuckerbraun 
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INSIDER 
by R. Gornish Helfin 
 
• Measures to lengthen services at PSJC are being 

rolled out on schedule, according to Time-and-
Motion Coordinator Angela Weisl. A major step was 
taken at February’s Lev Tahor service, when 
the nominally 45-to-60 minute all-singing Friday 
evening service was stretched out to an hour and a 
half. The master stroke was offering a 
free fleishig dinner, as the added time required to 
serve long lines of schnorrers further delayed the 
presentation by guest rabbi Amy Eilberg. The 
upshot was a win-win for the brain trust's effort to 
keep congregants' bodies in our building for more 
and more hours: not only did the program occupy 
the entire evening, but those wanting to hear more 
from Rabbi Eilberg were left having to come back 
Saturday morning. 
 

• Spreadsheets are out, and gematria is in, as 
mathematicians-in-residence Alan Palmer and 
Gavrielle Levine strain to bring Torah-true data 
analytics to PSJC. Random seating for the High 
Holy Days is officially a thing of the past, as seat 
numbers will now be assigned based on the 
numerical value of congregants' Hebrew names. 
And the iWatch recently purchased for Rabbi Carter 
is proving its worth: Preliminary data reveal 
auspicious results: on average she arises and sits 
down 54 (that’s 3 times chai) times and takes an 
average total of 5,832 steps (that’s chai to the third 
power) by the time a typical Shabbat service is 
done.  

 
• The PSJC Men’s consciousness raising group is re-

forming to discuss the role of men at PSJC.  They 
will be considering a range of questions including:  
should men be allowed on the bimah?  Should men 
be allowed to chant Torah and lead services in a 
mixed gender service?  What about kol ish?  Should 
we accept male rabbis? Can a man be a cantor?  

 
 

• After fierce infighting, the Board is almost ready to 
name new ambassadors: one for One-State Israel 
and another for Two-State Israel. Final action has 
been delayed, however, by a rump caucus 
insisting on an ambassador to Palestine as well.  

 
• You Say You Want a Demolition Department: The 

Kiddush Room is being ‘repurposed’ as a 
Sisterhood Shop cum exclusive entry point for 
Ivanka’s new Shayna Maidel fashion line, which is 
being rolled out just in time for Passover.  

• Diehard liberals are biting their nails as PSJC 
insiders venture onto the national and international 
scene. The big news (as revealed by Jewileaks) is 
that the shul appears to be adopting 
a realpolitik approach. Peter Holmes’s winter trip 
to Slovenia, for example, has a hidden dimension: 
while there on “business," Peter will 
oversee extreme vetting of the current crop of 
Balkan fashion models for possible White House 
consideration. (His promised reward: the go-
ahead to make our next sukkah as tall as the 
Tower of Babel.) Meanwhile, Treasurer Eli 
Wolfhagen has been meeting with Jared Kushner 
about re-divvying the pie from the Jewish 
community’s donations. Knowledgeable parties 
insist that there is no connection to the sudden 
downplaying of the administration’s plan to move 
the U.S. Embassy to Jerusalem.  
 

 
  

PSJC Purim Supplement 
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PSJC Diversity Center to Open 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

by Honi ha-Maagal 
 
Boldly going where no Jew has gone before, Dikduk 
and Rabbi Carter will be taking diversity to infinity 
and beyond with a plan for a 
monthly Shabbat service in Klingon. (Turns out R. 
Carie is a dyed-in-the-wool Trekkie; back at K.U. 
she minored in Klingon, while her senior thesis 
introduced the now-standard notion that 
the bimah was the basis for the Starship 
Enterprise's holodeck. Who knew?) The outreach 
effort is derived from Leonard Nimoy's insight that 
"Klingons are already well hated on Earth, which 
makes them Jews almost automatically."  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

By F. R. Blondzhet 

The underground hackers’ collective Hakn und 
Krakn, known for its ties to the Russian security 
agency KPMG, has hacked the PSJC email 
address of long-time shul stalwart Elizabeth 
Schnur. It is as yet unclear if PSJC information or 
that of any congregants has been compromised, 
but Vice-President Lisa Altshuler has been tasked 
with allaying concerns about the safety of database  

 
 
 
 
 

files, spelling out who is a Litvak and who a 
Galitzianer (not to mention the ‘dark files’ on 
Sephardim).  Initial leads pointed to former Shir 
Chadash Chorus Director and PSJC Cantor 
Natasha Hirschhorn (“Don’t let the innocent-
sounding Germanic last name fool you,” said one 
leaker; “Natasha comes from Moscow”), but turned 
out to be a red herring. The Makhloket Committee 
is now focusing its attention on a once-influential 
group of PSJCers with roots in Russia and Eastern 
Europe, whose innocuous-seeming monthly ‘study’ 
group turns out to have masked an apparat with 
tendrils stretching into every corner of the 
synagogue's operations.   
 
Speaking on deep background, one highly-placed 
operative noted “There are half a dozen former 
presidents of the congregation who might be 
looking to regain control.” Preparing for a battle, 
President Ellen Brickman has declared an 
emergency and designated her daughter Shoshana 
as her successor. (Her paid flunkies hailed the 
development as demonstrating the prophet 
Malachi’s vision that “He will turn the hearts of the 
parents to their children, and the hearts of the 
children to their parents.”) Meanwhile, Teen Guard 
leaders Leora and Jonathan Singer have been 
boning up on David Rosen’s as-yet-unpublished 
how-to book, Dos and Don'ts of Being a Child 
Warrior. Rabbi Carter has given the younger set’s 
involvement two thumbs up: “Age is no problem,” 
she said, “so long as they’re ready to babysit for 
Noa. Plus, they’re already in shul more frequently 
than 99% of our adult members.” 

 

Dudu Dikduk while celebrating Tu B’Shvat with a 
traditional hora-in-the-snow. (N.B.: The seminary is 
named for long-ago president Rudolph Sanders, not 
Bernie.). Rabbinic students at PSJC’s Sanders 
Seminary surround their beloved Rabbi 

 
The Russians are Coming, The Russians… 


